
Parent Info: We have been enjoying the spring weather and love being able to go on the 
playgrounds. The students need that break from the classroom and get some fresh air.  
Hopefully the weather will cooperate and allow us plenty of playground/outside opportunities. 
With that being said we will wear jackets that were worn in, but if it gets warmer and jackets 
aren’t needed in the afternoon we will let the children remove them.  Please have your student 
wear sneakers or appropriate shoes to be running and climbing on the playgrounds and fields.
We will continue to journey through the Solar System. I hope they are having fun reading 
books and watching videos about the different planets. Their packet will go home with them at 
the end of the unit.
As the end of the year approaches we are trying to get the students to be more independent 
during snack and lunch. We are encouraging them to try to open their own packaging - Please 
try to do this at home as well. It is not that they won’t have someone to help next year but 
they will hopefully be in a cafeteria with lots of students and if they can help themselves that 
will be great.
I have to admit that saying the end of the year is approaching is a bit crazy to me. We have so 
many more things to accomplish in the next two months, but seeing where these students are 
as to where they were in September is truly amazing. 

April Week of  4/11-4/15

This week we will be working on...
Reading/Phonics: We are still working on word families. We will continue to work on vowels as 
well. We are struggling a bit to hear these sound within a word. We are working on Magic E, 
Bossy R, and When 2 vowels sit together. These are things that we have already talked about 
as we have gone over sight words and sentences, but will dive a bit deeper.
Math: We will finish unit 9 and will have the assessment. 
Writing: We have been writing about our Solar System.  Each Planet we visit we write down a 
few facts in our packet. We are also working on forming our letters correctly. We will work on 
doing our best when writing and coloring.
HWT: It’s the book that wont quit. We will continue to work on this.
SS/Science: We have been to Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, and Jupiter. We will continue our 
journey and talk about what it would be like to be an astronaut.

Special Happenings:
Park Shore will be closed April 15th – April 22nd

We have a date for GRADUATION – We will be graduating on Wednesday, June 8th. I till have 
not been given a time yet but once I do we will get that to you ASAP.



This weeks Homework is as follows:

Monday: Go over Sight Words
Number Writing

Tuesday: Go over Sight Words
Number Writing

Wednesday: Go over Sight Words

Please look at the packet that was given regarding an 
assignment that should be done during the break. This is 
not supposed to be anything but a fun activity for the 
student and the family to do. After you look at the 

information if you have any questions please contact me.

Thursday: Go over Sight Words

Please continue to use the flash cards, games, and writing practice activities that I send home. The 
continued practice with each of these will help your student with their reading and writing.

Week of  4/11-4/15
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